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WALKER RIVER STATE RECREATION AREA 
HUNTING BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

Pitchfork Ranch 

The Pitchfork Ranch holds 7 miles of the celebrated East Walker River open for exploration. Hunting is 
allowed in designated areas only beginning at the south end of the WRSRA cabins and continues 
southward to the Pitchfork boundary at the Squeeze Chute day use area. Hunting is also permitted 
beginning on the north end of the Pitchfork fields (duck pond fence line) and extends north to the 
property line boundary. Hunting is NOT allowed north of the WRSRA Cabins, within developed areas of 
the Pitchfork Ranch, or on the west side of the river from the cabin fence line north to the Pitchfork 
property boundary. Refer to the WRSRA hunting map for defined boundaries. 

 

Rafter 7 

The Rafter 7 Ranch is located 21 miles south of Yerington and approximately 12 miles south of Pitchfork 
Ranch along the East Walker River. Rafter 7 includes 3,000 acres of land and several miles of incredible 
riparian habitat. The diversity of native vegetation and meandering undisturbed river present an 
ecological gem in the Walker Basin. The east bank of the property has been opened for day use public 
access to allow for fishing, hiking, wildlife viewing, and hunting. Archery and shotgun hunting is allowed 
in designated areas only on the east side of the river beginning at the East Walker Road bridge and 
continuing south along the river to the southern property line. Hunting and public access is NOT allowed 
west of the East Walker River. Refer to the WRSRA hunting map for defined boundaries. 

 

The ”Elbow”/Big Horn Camping area and Ravenal 

Hunting is allowed within WRSRA property at the Elbow and Ravenal Units. Hunting is NOT allowed 
within 500 feet of any occupied campsite within Bighorn and Two Trees campgrounds. Per NAC 407.105 
target shooting is prohibited in all areas of the park. Refer to the WRSRA hunting map for defined 
boundaries. 

 

**All other WRSRA lands are closed to hunting at this time. Failure to follow WRSRA park rules, 
regulations, or boundaries will result in citation and/or trespass from the Park.** 


